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The thermal spectrum seen by accelerated observers in Minkowski space vacuum, the Unruh effect,
is derived within the tunneling mechanism. This is a new result in this mechanism and it completes
the treatment of Unruh effect via tunneling. Both Bose–Einstein and Fermi–Dirac spectrum is derived
by considering tunneling of scalar and spin half particles respectively, across the accelerated Rindler
horizon. Full solutions of massless Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations in the Rindler metric are employed
to achieve this, instead of approximate solutions.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
Linearly accelerated observers should detect a thermal back-
ground with black-body spectrum in place where an inertial ob-
server detects no particles. This result is known as the Fulling–
Davies–Unruh effect [1].1 Several analysis of non-inertial observers
have been done through a quantized ﬁeld theory construction in
the coordinates adapted to an accelerated observer – Rindler co-
ordinates. Now while analyzing the closely related Hawking effect
[3] for black-holes, an easier and more conceptually transparent
single-particle analysis, the tunneling mechanism, was developed
[4,5]. This considers a virtual pair of particles formed just inside
the horizon, one ‘ingoing’ towards the black-hole i.e. away from
horizon, while the other ‘outgoing’ one traveling towards the hori-
zon. Now, as against classical general relativity, this outgoing parti-
cle is taken to quantum-mechanically tunnel outside, with a small
probability.
The tunneling analysis has also been done in the Unruh ef-
fect [4,6–8] where the Rindler wedges II and I (see Fig. 1) act
as black-hole interior and exterior regions, with the accelerated
horizon playing the role of the black-hole horizon. However the
tunneling mechanism could only derive the Unruh (or Hawking)
temperature and not explicitly the spectrum. Recently this draw-
back was removed [9] through a quantum statistical analysis of a
system of particles that are tunneling across the horizon, leading
to a clear derivation of the Hawking black-body spectrum, in case
of a spherically symmetric black-hole. Other applications of this
method may be found in [10] where the Kerr–Newman black-hole
was considered, and in [11] where black-hole solutions in Lovelock
gravity is discussed.
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Open access under CC BY license. In this Letter, I calculate the thermal spectrum in Unruh ef-
fect, within the tunneling formalism. The methodology follows [9],
but with a modiﬁcation in the calculation of tunneling modes.
Instead of the usually applied WKB approximations, I use full solu-
tions of the Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations in (3+1)-D Rindler
spacetime, as the tunneling modes. This is possible as the ﬂat
Rindler metric is inherently simpler than, say, the Schwarzschild
metric where full solution of the Klein–Gordon equation is not
known. Thus, this article provides a new and conceptually appeal-
ing derivation of the Unruh effect.
2. Rindler metric and coordinate extension
The path of constant, linear acceleration (say α) in Minkowski
spacetime, is described by the hyperbola
X2 − T 2 = 1
α2
, (1)
where T and X are Minkowski coordinates, with X-axis being the
direction of acceleration. If I consider a range (0 < α2 < ∞) of ac-
celerated observers, the entire ‘wedges’ I and IV can be covered
with the resultant hyperbolae. These wedges are known as ‘Rindler
wedges’. A new coordinate system – the Rindler coordinates – can
now be set up taking these time-like hyperbolae and correspond-
ing space-like lines (Fig. 1) as the coordinate lines. They are related
to the Minkowski coordinates, in wedges I and IV (indicated as
subscripts), through the following relations:
T = F (xI) sinh(atI),
X = F (xI) cosh(atI),
Y = yI, Z = zI (2)
186 D. Roy / Physics Letters B 681 (2009) 185–189Fig. 1. The Rindler wedges shown on the Minkowski plane. (X,T) and (x, t) are Minkowski and Rindler coordinates. The inﬁnities lie outside the diagram, towards the
directions shown. Tunneling occurs from wedge II to I.where F (x)2 = 1/α2 and a is a constant. The Minkowski line ele-
ment ds2 = −dT 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 can now be written as
ds2 = −a2F (x)2 dt2 + F ′(x)2 dx2 + dy2 + dz2. (3)
This is a generalized form of the Rindler metric and for differ-
ent choices of the function F (x), we can get all the different forms
of Rindler metric seen in literature. Though this metric covers the
entire Minkowski plane, the coordinates t and x change in the dif-
ferent wedges. The Rindler horizon occurs at F (x)2 = 0. The two
wedges I and II on two sides, act like the black-hole exterior and
interior regions respectively, as seen in the case of Schwarzschild
solution.
Changing to a tortoise coordinate x appropriate for the Rindler
metric (3) through
dx = F
′(x)
aF (x)
dx,
x = 1
a
ln F (x), (4)
the metric (3) becomes
ds2 = (aeax)2(−dt2 + dx2)+ dy2 + dz2. (5)
Returning to Eq. (1), though the hyperbola describes a real acceler-
ating particle only in wedge I, the hyperbolae can be analytically
extended to the wedges II and III as X2 − T 2 = − 1
α2
. The
transformation relating the Rindler coordinate to the Minkowski
coordinate then becomes
T = F (xII) cosh(atII),
X = F (xII) sinh(atII),
Y = yII, Z = zII. (6)
Now the maximal extension of the Rindler coordinate system
(t, x, . . .) is the Minkowski (T , X, . . .) which is deﬁned everywhere
throughout the four Rindler wedges, i.e. the entire Minkowski
plane, irrespective of accelerated horizons which the Rindler ob-
server encounters. The Rindler coordinates however undergo a ﬁ-
nite shift through the horizon, as can easily be seen through acomparison of (2) and (6). A relation between the t − x coordi-
nate pair outside (Region I) and inside (Region II) can then be
written as
tII = tI − iπ
2a
,
xII = xI + iπ
2a
. (7)
The y and z coordinates on the other hand, remain unchanged
across the horizon. It is to be noted that the transformation tII =
tI + iπ2a ; xII = xI − iπ2a also suﬃce in relating the coordinates
II and I. However this second pair leads to some problems in
taking the classical limit of the tunneling probability, and so is not
considered at the accelerated horizon, as will be discussed later.
Such transforms were reported earlier in [12,13].
3. Wave-function: scalar particles
The massless Klein–Gordon equation Φ = 0, written in the
Rindler metric (5), reads
e−2ax
a2
[−∂2t Φ + ∂2xΦ]+ ∂2yΦ + ∂2z Φ = 0. (8)
Since the metric is independent of the coordinates t, y and z, I
take an ansatz for Φ as
Φ(t, x, y, z) = φ(x)e− ih¯ (Ωt+ky y+kzz), (9)
where Ω is a constant. This Ω is related to the locally observed
energy ω at some Rindler spacetime point x through a red-shift
[14,15] relation E1V1 = E2V2 = Ω connecting the observed en-
ergies E1 and E2 at two different points in a gravitating system
at equilibrium. The result ensures that though the observed ener-
gies E and the Tolman red-shift factor V vary locally as functions
of the coordinates (here x), their product Ω is a constant. In a
gravitational system in equilibrium, this condition of the constancy
of Ω characterizes the equilibrium, just as is done by tempera-
ture in a laboratory thermodynamic system at thermal equilibrium
[14]. Here, this locally observed energy E is the energy ω of the
tunneling-particle and the quantity V becomes
√|g00|. Thus I have
Ω = ωaeax = aω, (10)α
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and (5)) have been used. Substituting the ansatz (9) in the Klein–
Gordon equation (8), yields the following differential equation in
φ(x):
φ′′(x) +
(
Ω2
h¯2
− a2e2ax k
2⊥
h¯2
)
φ(x) = 0, (11)
with k⊥ =
√
k2y + k2z .
Some observations can immediately be made from Eq. (11).
Near the horizon, as x → −∞, the term containing k⊥ drops out
and a simple harmonic type equation with plane wave solutions
is obtained. Again at large spatial distances, x → ∞, and now the
term containing Ω2 becomes negligible. This leaves an equation
with exponentially increasing and decreasing solutions I0(
k⊥
h¯ e
ax )
and K0(
k⊥
h¯ e
ax ), where I0 and K0 represent the zero-th order mod-
iﬁed Bessel functions of ﬁrst and second types respectively. Thus
throwing away the I0 solutions, we have an exponentially vanish-
ing solution at inﬁnity, in K0. Similar conclusions have also been
reached at by Boulware [16].
The solution of the full equation (11) that is well deﬁned
through the horizon is,
φ(x) = A− e πΩ2ah¯ Γ
(
1− iΩ
ah¯
)
I− iΩah¯
(
k⊥
h¯
eax
)
+ A+ e− πΩ2ah¯ Γ
(
1+ iΩ
ah¯
)
I iΩ
ah¯
(
k⊥
h¯
eax
)
, (12)
where A∓ are arbitrary integration constants. For small argu-
ments, the appropriate expansion of the modiﬁed Bessel function
is Iν(z)  (z/2)νΓ (1+ν) . This holds if k⊥ 	 Ω and also especially near
the horizon where x → −∞. Therefore (12) simpliﬁes to
φ(x)  A∓ e± πΩ2ah¯
(
k⊥
2h¯
)∓ iΩah¯
e∓
i
h¯ Ωx .
The total wave-function Φ(t, x, y, z) near the horizon is then
Φ(t, x, y, z) = B ine− ih¯ [Ω(t+x)+ky y+kzz]
+ Boute− ih¯ [Ω(t−x)+ky y+kzz], (13)
with all the constants clubbed together within B in/out . The sub-
script ‘in’ here stands for the ingoing mode which travels toward
the accelerated horizon at x = −∞, while the subscript ‘out’
stands for the outgoing mode traveling away from horizon, i.e. to-
wards x = ∞.
4. Wave-function: spin 12 particles
Spinors are introduced on a general curved spacetime with
metric g , by going to a local Lorentz frame with metric η, at each
spacetime point [17]. This procedure is best done by constructing
tetrad ﬁelds which map curved spacetime tensors to local Lorentz
frame and vice-versa. For a Rindler metric in the tortoise-like co-
ordinate system (5), the tetrad ﬁeld V aμ is deﬁned through the
relation
gμν = V aμV bνηab,
where Latin (a,b, . . .) and Greek (μ,ν, . . .) letters run over local
Lorentz and curved space indices respectively. The explicit choice
of the tetrad ﬁeld V aμ adopted here is
V aμ = diag
(
aeax ,aeax ,1,1
)
(14)
and the metric signature, both global and local, is kept same as
(−,+,+,+).The massless Dirac equation is written as [18,2][
γ aV μa (∂μ + Γμ)
]
Ψ = 0, (15)
where γ a are the Dirac matrices obeying the usual algebra
[γ a, γ b] = 2ηab and Γμ are connection coeﬃcients given by
Γμ = 1
2
ΣabV νa Vbν;μ,
Σab = 1
4
[
γ a, γ b
]
.
The covariant derivative over the curved space index of the tetrad
is deﬁned in the usual way Vbν;μ = ∂μVbν − Γ αμνVbα , where Γ αμν
is the Christoffel symbol. On using the properties of γ matrices
and the diagonal choice of the tetrad (14), the spin-connection be-
comes Γμ = − 12ΣabΓ λμνV νa Vbλ . The Dirac equation (15) then turns
out to be[(
∂t − aΣ01
)− γ 0γ 1∂x
− aeax(γ 0γ 2∂y + γ 0γ 3∂z)]Ψ = 0. (16)
The ansatz for the spinor Ψ is taken as
Ψ (t, x, y, z) = ψ(x)e− ih¯ (Ωt+ky y+kzz),
ψ(x) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
A(x)
0
B(x)
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (17)
Upon using this ansatz, Eq. (16) can be cast into a Schrödinger-like
equation
Hˆψ(x) = Ωψ(x), (18)
where the Hamiltonian-like operator Hˆ is
Hˆ = ih¯(aΣ01 + γ 0γ 1∂x)
+ aeax(kyγ 0γ 2 + kzγ 0γ 3). (19)
The above equation, on squaring, gives Hˆ2ψ = Ω2ψ . Now using
the ansatz (17) and adopting the convention for the gamma ma-
trices as γ 0 = (−i 0
0 i
)
, γ j = ( 0 −iσ j
iσ j 0
)
(where j = 1,2,3 and σ j are
the Pauli matrices), the following equation for the spinor compo-
nent functions is obtained
′′ + a′ +
[
Ω2
h¯2
− a2e2ax k
2⊥
h¯2
+ a
2
4
]
= 0. (20)
Here  stands for the functions A(x) and B(x). As in the case
of scalar particles (11), a study of asymptotic behavior of this
equation show that solutions near the horizon are oscillatory, and
that near to inﬁnity are vanishing in nature. Solution for the full
Eq. (20) turns out to be
= e− ax2
[
M()− e
πΩ
2ah¯ Γ
(
1− iΩ
ah¯
)
I− iΩah¯
(
k⊥
h¯
eax
)
+ M()+ e−
πΩ
2ah¯ Γ
(
1+ iΩ
ah¯
)
I iΩ
ah¯
(
k⊥
h¯
eax
)]
. (21)
It is to be noted that both (21) and (12) are full solutions of
the respective differential equations (20) and (11), without any
approximations of parameters. This can be easily veriﬁed by sub-
stituting back these solutions in the original differential equations,
to see that they satisfy them without using any approximations on
the parameters. However, an approximation is used to get a sim-
pler solution from (21), by using the appropriate expansion of the
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Iν(z)  (z/2)νΓ (1+ν) . This holds if k⊥ 	 Ω and also especially near the
horizon where x → −∞. So, for the region near to the horizon,
the total spinor Ψ can ﬁnally be written as
Ψ (t, x, y, z) = ξine− ax2 e− ih¯ [Ω(t+x)+ky y+kzz]
+ ξoute− ax2 e− ih¯ [Ω(t−x)+ky y+kzz], (22)
with ξin/out being constant spinors and the subscript ‘in’ or ‘out’
standing for ‘ingoing’ or ‘outgoing’ modes.
5. Unruh effect through tunneling: thermal spectrum and
temperature
Uptil now, I had found single-particle wave-functions for bosons
and fermions, by solving for the Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations
in the Rindler coordinates. These solutions are valid in both Rindler
wedges I and II, but in coordinates (tI, xI) and (tII, xII) respec-
tively. Classically, both the ingoing and outgoing modes (say of a
virtual pair instantaneously produced) in wedge II are trapped,
as nothing from inside can cross the horizon and come out to
wedge I. However in the tunneling mechanism, an outgoing parti-
cle can quantum-mechanically tunnel out across the horizon and
into wedge I. This process occurs with a probability given by
the Maxwell term e−
2πω
h¯a , that appropriately goes to zero in the
classical (h¯ → 0) limit. Now to ﬁnd the energy distribution of a
collection of such particles, I will (following [9]) construct a suit-
able density matrix for both bosons and fermions, and ﬁnd out the
average number of particles having some particular energy ω.
Starting ﬁrst with bosonic particles, the relation between inside
and outside wave-functions is found by using the connection be-
tween coordinates (7) in Eq. (13) for the modes:
B ine
− ih¯ [Ω(tII+xII)+ky yII+kzzII] = B ine− ih¯ [Ω(tI+xI)+ky yI+kzzI],
Boute
− ih¯ [Ω(tII−xII)+ky yII+kzzII]
= (e− πΩah¯ )Boute− ih¯ [Ω(tI−xI)+ky yI+kzzI]. (23)
Now, let there be ‘n’ pair of free particles (ingoing and outgo-
ing) in wedge II. The total state of this system of particles, with
each being described by the sector II modes in Eq. (13), is
|χB〉 = NB
∞∑
n=0
∣∣ninII〉⊗ ∣∣noutII 〉
= NB
∞∑
n=0
(
e−
nπΩ
ah¯
)∣∣ninI 〉⊗ ∣∣noutI 〉, (24)
where NB is a normalization constant deﬁned through 〈χB |χB〉 = 1.
The sum over n runs from 0 to ∞ here, in the case of bosons. But
in case of fermions, as will be used later, n is limited to 0 and 1
by Pauli’s exclusion principle. The normalization of |χB〉 leads to
N2B
∞∑
n,m=0
e−
(n+m)πΩ
ah¯
(〈
moutI
∣∣⊗ 〈minI ∣∣)(∣∣ninI 〉⊗ ∣∣noutI 〉)= 1
⇒ N2B =
[ ∞∑
n=0
e−
2πnΩ
ah¯
]−1
, (25)
and ﬁnally for bosons, we have
NB =
(
1− e− 2πΩah¯ ) 12 . (26)
The density matrix operator for this system of bosons is deﬁned
as usualρˆB =
(
1− e− 2πΩah¯ ) ∞∑
n,m=0
e−
(n+m)πΩ
ah¯
∣∣ninI 〉⊗ ∣∣noutI 〉
× 〈moutI ∣∣⊗ 〈minI ∣∣. (27)
Since ingoing waves are trapped within the horizon and outgo-
ing particles contribute to spectrum, we trace out over the ingoing
particles, to form the density matrix for outgoing modes,
ρˆoutB =
(
1− e− 2πΩah¯ ) ∞∑
n=0
e−
2πnΩ
ah¯
∣∣noutI 〉〈noutI ∣∣. (28)
The average number of outgoing particles is then calculated as
〈nˆB〉 = Trout
[
nˆB ρˆ
out
B
]= (1− e− 2πΩah¯ ) ∞∑
n=0
ne−
2πnΩ
ah¯
= 1
e
2πΩ
ah¯ − 1
= 1
e
2πω
h¯α − 1
, (29)
where in the last step, the red-shift deﬁnition of Ω given in (10)
was used. This is immediately recognizable as the Bose–Einstein
distribution for a black-body at a temperature TU , the Unruh tem-
perature [1], given as
TU = h¯α
2π
, (30)
with α being the local acceleration.
For fermions, the same method goes through step by step. The
connection between spinorial wave-functions in wedges II and I
is obtained by using (7) in (22):
ξine
− ih¯ [Ω(tII+xII)+ky yII+kzzII] = ξine− ih¯ [Ω(tI+xI)+ky yI+kzzI],
ξoute
− ih¯ [Ω(tII−xII)+ky yII+kzzII]
= (e− πΩah¯ )ξoute− ih¯ [Ω(tI−xI)+ky yI+kzzI]. (31)
The normalization of the total state ket for fermions
|χF 〉 = NF
1∑
n=0
∣∣ninII〉⊗ ∣∣noutII 〉
= NF
1∑
n=0
(
e−
nπΩ
ah¯
)∣∣ninI 〉⊗ ∣∣noutI 〉 (32)
is again done through 〈χF |χF 〉 = 1. The sum over number of par-
ticles in a given state, in fermionic calculations, always run from 0
to 1, following Pauli’s exclusion principle. The normalization con-
stant NF turns out to be
NF = 1√
1+ e− 2πΩah¯
. (33)
The density operator for fermions ρˆF is deﬁned as |χF 〉〈χF |. Us-
ing the outgoing fermionic density operator ρˆoutF the spectrum is
calculated as average number of outgoing particles
〈nˆF 〉 = Trout
[
nˆF ρˆ
out
F
]= 1
1+ e− 2πΩah¯
1∑
n=0
ne−
2πnΩ
ah¯
= 1
e
2πΩ
ah + 1
= 1
e
2πω
h¯α + 1
, (34)
where Eq. (10) was used in the last step. This is the Fermi–Dirac
distribution, at the Unruh temperature TU deﬁned in (30), and
constitutes the Unruh effect for accelerated fermions [19].
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In this Letter, I calculated the thermal spectrum for Unruh ef-
fect within the tunneling mechanism. The Unruh temperature was
identiﬁed via a comparison between the calculated thermal distri-
bution and the standard form of Bose or Fermi distributions.
However, the temperature can also be calculated directly via
tunneling. Say, when an observer in Rindler wedge I observes
an outgoing particle, coming from within wedge II, he will see
the wave-function from inside wedge II with a factor as shown
in Eq. (23) for scalar particles, and in (31) for fermions. The in-
going wave, however, does not change by such a factor between
the two wedges. To calculate the temperature, we can now use
the principle of detailed balance, PoutP in = e−
ω
T , where Pout/in =
|wave-function|2 is the outgoing/ingoing probability, ω is the ob-
served energy at that point and T is the temperature. This gives
the Unruh temperature TU = h¯α2π after suitably using the red-shift
deﬁnition of Ω given in (10) at the observer’s point. For a more de-
tailed discussion on the connection between the earlier approaches
to tunneling and the one used in this Letter, the reader is directed
to [9,13].
Another point to note concerns an apparent ambiguity in the
sign of the factors chosen to connect the coordinates between
wedges I and II in Eq. (7). It can be veriﬁed that the relations
tII = tI + iπ2a ; xII = xI − iπ2a , which have a change in sign be-
tween the t and x term signs, also connect the transformations
(2) and (6). However this set is not employed as it produces an ex-
ponential factor with a wrong exponent sign (e
πΩ
ah¯ ) in the relations
between wave-functions in wedges I and II (23) and (31). With
this alternate sign, the probability of outgoing particles to tunnel
out across the horizon, diverges at the classical limit of h¯ → 0.
This is clearly unacceptable. So this obvious criterion of conformity
with classical limit is used to remove the above said ambiguity of
signs.Acknowledgements
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